This paper describes the complex Majang system of noun plural formation. Majang uses singulative suffixes, plural suffixes, and suppletive plural stems to mark number on nouns. Majang is seen to exemplify in many ways the *N/*K pattern of singular and plural marking as described by Bryan [1968] for many Nilo-Saharan languages. Tiersma's [1982] theory of "Local Markedness" is shown to provide an explanation for singulative marking on some nouns in Majang and other Surma languages. A comparison of Majang noun plurals with plural forms in other Surma languages allows the reconstruction of some number marking for Proto-Surma.

1. Introduction

Building on the work of Cerulli [1948] and Bender [1983b], this paper describes the marking of number on nouns in Majang, a Nilo-Saharan language spoken by 20,000-30,000 people in western Ethiopia. It is classified within the Eastern Sudanic phylum, a member of the Surma group [Bender 1983a]. Fleming [1983:533] groups all Surma languages except Majang into Southern Surma, placing Majang in a crucial position for the reconstruction of Proto-
Surma.

In this paper, section 2 describes the marking of number on Majang nouns, the behavior of liquid substances as syntactic plurals, and many manifestations of Bryan's [1968] *N/*K number marking pattern. Section 3 gives comparisons of number marking in other Surma languages. Evidence is given for a Proto-Surma plural suffix -Vk marking derived nouns and for a singulative suffix. Tiersma's [1982] theory of Local Markedness is shown to provide an explanation for these singulative suffixes.

2. Marking of Number

The marking of number on nouns in Majang is complex, as in other Surma and Eastern Sudanic languages. Singular and plural nouns are differentiated in a number of ways: suppletive stems for singular and plural, singulative suffixes, plural suffixes. Some words have both singulative and plural suffixes.

A certain amount of variation for marking number on some nouns is noticeable, even by one speaker, as noted by Bender [1983b:127]. Generally, the variation consisted of alternate suffixes. For examples, I have recorded the plural of taame 'face' as taama, taametun, and taamekok. The nouns that have suppletive singular and plural forms were consistent in geographically separate areas of my research, as well as with Bender's examples, such as tan/togi 'cow, cattle'. Comparing data from the far north of Majang territory and the central area (near Tepi, Illubabor), I found little variation in the formation of noun plurals, no more than within one local area.

The present complexities of marking number on nouns may very well reflect an archaic noun class system, as suggested for Didinga and Murle by

---

1In Majang, Bender [1983b:116-117] described [s], [ʂ], [sʏ], and [ɕ] as variants of a single phoneme /c/. When citing examples from Bender, they will be given with Bender's transcriptions. In my data, I use the symbol /c/ for all forms. Tone and ATR vowel articulations are not fully understood yet. For descriptions of plural marking in other Surma languages, see Arensen [1982:27-47] on Murle, Odden [1983:170-173] on Didinga, Turton and Bender [1976:544, 545] on Mursi, and Will [forthcoming] on Me'en.
Tucker [1933:894].

2.1. Suppletive stems between singular and plural. For three words in my data, plurals are shown by suppletive stems, viz. ɲaai 'woman' ɲon 'women', ṭaŋ 'cow' ṭogl 'cattle', and ɪdɪt 'person' joop 'persons', though Cerulli [1948:155] listed jo as a Majang singular form. Presumably, such cases can be traced to different stems historically. For example, Hieda [1983:327] lists *ltaŋ as Proto-Nilotic 'cow', cognate to the singular in Majang and several other Surma languages. The Majang plural form ṭogl is very similar to the Gaam plural ṭog [Bender and Malik 1988:151] and also to the Proto-Nilotic *dhɔk [Hall et al. 1975:7]. This is not to say that Majang borrowed these stems directly from a Nilotic language or from Gaam, but to illustrate that both of the Majang forms can be compared to an extant root in languages that are both geographically close and genetically related.

2.2. Singulative suffixes. Similar to the situation described by Dimmendaal [1987:196, 197] for the Bari group of Nilotic languages, in Majang, "there are certain nouns whose principal form has a plural meaning, but these nouns take a singular suffix in order to indicate one item" from a group. That is, the uninflected noun is plural, as in (1), below.

(1) singular plural
weena ween 'ear'
ɲɛtĩŋ ɲɛti 'louse'

A few nouns are marked with singulative -t, such as kɛɛt 'tree' and

---

2'Cow' and 'cattle' are suppletive in a number of Eastern Sudanic languages, Didinga [Odden 1983:172], Gaam [Bender and Malik 1980:151], and many (all?) Nilotic languages, (including, by implication, Proto-Nilotic [Hall et al. 1975:6]). The singular and plural are also suppletive in unrelated English, again showing the cross-language tendencies of local markedness.

3The Proto-Surma forms must have been *kɛɛ+t 'tree' and *kɛɛ+n 'trees', with the consonants functioning as number suffixes. Several Kalenjin languages of Southern Nilotic have a form kɛɛt for 'tree', adding a suffix -ɪt to form the "secondary" singular form kɛɛtɪt [Van Otterloo
'trees'. Another example is 'hand'. The singular is arıt (though the final -ıt is lost in most grammatical environments), and the plural is arın.

The most common singulative suffix is -n. Many Majang nouns that have singulative -n also have a suffix -k for plural, such as tutukan 'egg', tutukak 'eggs' [Bender 1983b:124]. Many of the Majang nouns that are marked with singulative -n are also marked for singulative in other Surma languages (see 3.2 below).

2.3. Plural suffixation. The usual way to distinguish singular from plural nouns in Majang is by adding a suffix to the singular form, as in ugul 'crocodile', uguler 'crocodiles'. Bender [1983b:127] correctly pointed out Cerulli's oversight in listing -ke as the only plural suffix. Rather, there are a variety of such suffixes, including many examples of -(V)r for animate objects and body parts, fitting Greenberg's [1970:114] Eastern Sudanic pattern of r for animate plural. There is a wide variety of plural suffixes, with twelve clearly attested types identified thus far, most involving either a final vowel, -r, or -k.

(3) suffix singular plural
-n/-k tutukan+n tutukan+k 'egg'
-k d́ane d́ane+k 'beehive'
Some generalizations concerning various plural noun classes are noticeable. Some of the plural classes are grouped by phonological criteria and others by semantic criteria. These criteria are usually not 100% predictive as to which plural suffix a noun will take. Rather, these criteria are descriptive of the groups of nouns which are found within a class and which take a common suffix. For example, nouns whose roots end in -oi- often take the plural suffix -r and nouns that take the plural suffix -ako all have monosyllabic roots. There is also a tendency for (seemingly) reduplicated nouns to form plurals by the suffixation of -e:

(4)  keketi  'snake'  keketie  'snakes'
    tultul  'root'  tultule  'roots'
    bfolbfolt  'burrow'  bfolbfolte  'burrows'
    polpol  'finger/toe'  polpole  'fingers/toes'
    siilsil  'lizard (sp.)'  siilsile  'lizards (sp.)'

The only rule that is 100% predictive for a large group of nouns is that any derived noun will take the suffix -ak, a pattern found in other Surma languages, as well (sec. 3.1).

(5)  singular  plural
    dfolkankan  dfolkankanak  'hunter'
    ibaalkan  ibaalkanak  'dancer'
    nonkan  nonkanak  'liar'
    laaltan  laaltanak  'crack' (n)
2.4. Double plurals. Double plurals are those where a language adds a plural marker to a form that is already plural, such as *feets* or *datas*. This process seems to have happened to create a double plural on 'termite', the singular of which is *mootak* and the plural *mootakok*. The singular seems to end with the common plural suffix *-ak*. Since the word most commonly occurs in its plural form, the earlier plural form was re-analyzed as a singular and then pluralized.

Another probable case of Majang adding a plural suffix to an already plural form appears in 'flying termite' *dïumutun*/*dïumutunak*. The *-tun* at the end of the singular is probably an example of the plural suffix *-tun*, as in *waar*/*waartun* 'dog/dogs', *ato*/*atotun* 'mouth/mouths', *kooli*/*koolitun* 'tail/tails'. This suggests an earlier singular form *dumu* for 'flying termite'. The plural of this earlier singular *dumu* was *dïumutun*. Later, the plural suffix *-ak* was added to *dïumutun*. What had been a plural was later reinterpreted as singular, then an additional plural suffix was added.

The fact that 'termite' and 'flying termite' have both received *-ak* as a plural suffix suggests that semantic classes may be involved in the selection of some plural forms.

Tiersma [1982:837-839] has pointed out that creation of such diachronic double plurals is quite common on nouns which are more commonly referred to in the plural than in the singular, what he terms "locally unmarked" nouns.

2.5. Inherently plural nouns. Bender [1983b:126-127] pointed out that some Majang nouns are inherently plural, e.g. 'twins', 'water', 'name', 'spirit', and 'thing'. He also listed a group of nouns as "not having plurals", most of which are "mass nouns or unique things". Some of the nouns
"not having plurals" are plurals, at least syntactically. It could be as easily argued that they do not have singular forms. This can be demonstrated by the use of a possessive frame. As Bender [1983b:129] explained, "There is a distinction according to singular thing possessed and plural things possessed ... The use of possessives shows up inherently plural nouns." The possessive pronoun for a singular third person possessing a singular object is neek, possession of a plural object is marked by geeŋk. This is shown below with the countable noun 'bull'.

(6) jegoy neek    'his bull'
    jegoyir geeŋk    'his bulls'

Since most liquid substances take the plural possessive form, this indicates that they are syntactic plurals. The following list of liquids with plural possessed forms demonstrates that most liquids are syntactic plurals, as they are also in related Mursi [Turton and Bender 1976:545]:

(7) erce geeŋk    'his milk'
    mooe geeŋk    'his coffee'
    maaw geeŋk    'his water'
    ogol geeŋk    'his honey mead'
    toyo geeŋk    'his urine'
    ņotu geeŋk    'his faeces'
    paitankak geeŋk    'his vomit'

The last example is based on the verb root pai- 'vomit'. It has the product suffix -tan and carries the standard plural suffix -ak. Because liquids are plural, the derived noun is marked for plural.

There are a few liquids, all loan words, which are exceptions to this pattern of liquids as syntactic plurals. This foreign origin explains Bender's [1983b:129] one exceptional liquid 'blood'. Again, the use of a possessive frame indicates a noun's singular status.

(8) yerum neek    'his blood'
    caayi neek    'his tea'
    tajan neek    'his beer'
Fleming [1983:544] has pointed out that 'blood' yērum is from Omotic, found in the Majoid languages, Majang being adjacent to the Majoid language Sheko. 'Tea' is obviously from Amharic šay. The use of the singular with ṭajan 'beer' is more interesting. It appears to be borrowed from the Amharic ṭəaj 'honey mead'. A Majang man told us that it is better to say ṭajan neek rather than ṭajan geeđk because beer is sold by the bottle and counted to calculate cost.

Liquids also show themselves to be plural in some other syntactic constructions. For example, liquids can trigger plural markers in subject suffixes of verbs:

(9) ku+ēr+k+o moor+iṭ
    NEG+3pl+PST boil+NEG

Liquids are also plurals in adjective phrases. Singular adjectives are introduced by co, as in co muntanọŋk 'good one'. Adjectives modifying plural nouns are introduced by cīgo, as in cīgo muntanọŋk 'good ones'. Liquids take the plural form cīgo, as well as the pluralized form of the adjective:

(10) ?utaako ogol cīgo muntan+a+ŋọŋk
    I-drink mead REL good+PL+ADJ
    'I drank good mead'

    ḏaاماako ʧar ci muntan+ŋọŋk
    I-eat meat REL good+ADJ
    'I ate good meat'

Liquids trigger plural agreement on nouns marked for case. When a noun that carries a case marking suffix is plural, a suffix -k- (glossed PC) is inserted between the root and the case suffix (see 2.6 below).

(11) naaka moo+ē+k+oŋk
    arome coffee+PC+GEN

    'aroma of coffee'

2.6. Plural marking on other NP constituents. Number is marked on other constituents of nouns phrases in addition to nouns. These include such con-

"The phonological correspondences are as follows: glottalized consonants lose their glottalization when borrowed into Majang, and the Amharic "first order" vowel (a fronted schwa) is pronounced as a short /a/ ."
stiuents as demonstratives, possessive pronouns, case markings, and relative markers.

Demonstratives are marked for number, as explained by Bender [1983b:130].

(12) cini 'this' cigi 'these'
cinoi 'that' cigoi 'those'

When a demonstrative is marked as a locative, there is an additional suffix marking number on both singular and plural forms:

(13) cinene 'in this' cigege 'in these'

Adjectival constructions are generally formed by relative clauses with intransitive verbs [Unseth forthcoming a]. These are marked for plural by a plural affix which follows the intransitive suffix (IS). One exception to this is the word for 'big' obiĽ, which becomes bob€r for plural, retaining a Proto-Surma process of stem reduplication for plural [Unseth forthcoming b].

(14) co mıntan+η+οηk cigo mıntan+a+η+οηk
which good+IS+REL which good+PL+IS+REL
'one which is good' 'ones which are good'

Example (14) again illustrates what was pointed out above in 2.5, that singular relative clauses are introduced by co and plurals by cigo.

Majang nouns are overtly marked for case when they indicate genitive (GEN), locative (LOC), or oblique (OBL) cases [Unseth forthcoming a]. If nouns that are marked with these cases are plural (including liquids), they are marked with a -k- suffix (glossed PC) preceding the case marker.

(15) gabѱ+aa mooyi taŋ+a gabѱ+aa mooyi togi+k+a
give+ls salt cow+OBL give+ls salt cows+PC+OBL
'I give salt to the cow' 'I give salt to the cows'
togi tapaѱ+ηoηk togi tapa+a+k+oηk
cows chief+GEN cows chief+PL+PC+GEN
'cows of a chief' 'cows of chiefs'

2.7. Bryan's *N/*K number marking pattern. In a discussion of Majang noun plurals, it is useful to consider a brief summary of ways in which Majang uses the *N/*K pattern, *N to mark singular and *K to mark plural. Foreshadowing Bryan, Cerulli [1948] had noted several examples of k for marking plural constructions. Bryan [1968:169] used *N and *K to refer to proto-segments whose reflexes vary from language to language. For example, Majang often has a voiced velar stop g as a reflex of *K, such as in possessive pronouns. Bryan [1959] earlier wrote about a possible substratum using a T/K marking pattern, but here I refer mostly to her later, more developed work.

The following types of constructions have been explained above, all of which show evidence of the *N/*K pattern:

(16) Demonstratives
   cini 'this' cigi 'these'

(17) Locative demonstratives
   cinene 'in this' cigege 'in these'

(18) Noun plurals when marked for case
   gab joking mooi tan+a gab joking mooi togi+k+a
give+ls salt cow+OBL give+ls salt cows+PC+OBL
   'I give salt to the cow' 'I give salt to the cows'

(19) Relative markers
   co (singular) cigo (plural) (see (12) above)
(20) Possessive pronouns

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{tan naak} & 'my cow' \\
\text{toon naak} & 'my child'
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{togi gaank} & 'my cows' \\
\text{toomok gaank} & 'my children'
\end{array}
\]

(21) Number suffixes

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{singular} & \text{plural} \\
\text{tutukan} & \text{tutukak} & 'egg' \\
\text{gopa} & \text{gopak} & 'path' \\
\text{piilan} & \text{piilak} & 'eyelash' \\
\text{djomon} & \text{djomok} & 'leopard' \\
\text{lijan} & \text{lijak} & 'bracelet'
\end{array}
\]

In addition to these, some question words are also marked for plural when the expected answer is plural. Marking for plural on question words is based on suffixes containing reflexes of *K.

(22) mE I+k+i+ko \text{ wod}\text{?+ak}  \\
\text{come}+LOC+3s+PAST who?+PL  \\
'who (pl) came?'

b\text{o}kot+u+ko jik+onak  \\
kill+3s+PAST what?+PL  \\
'what (pl) did he kill?'

On the question word 'which?', there is also a suffix -n for singular:

(23) k\text{et}+c  \\
chop+3s tree which?+SG  \\
'which tree did he chop?'

k\text{et}+c  \\
chop+3s trees which?+PL  \\
'which trees did he chop?'

3. Comparison with Other Surma Languages

A comparison of Majang data with the limited data available on other Surma languages reveals several points in common.

3.1. Plural suffixes. For Surma languages, the most thorough description of plural formation is Arensen's [1982:27-47] Murle Grammar, in which he demonstrates that some plural classes are based on semantic categories, some based on phonological criteria, yet others seem totally arbitrary. Since Murle's 18 plural classes are well documented, much of the same data was
gathered in Majang for comparison. I compared Majang's plural classes to Murle examples to see if the same nouns had similar suffixes or if the same sets of nouns grouped together.

Only two of the Murle noun plural classes appear comparable with Majang. The first is a semantic class of flying creatures. Both Murle and Majang have a class of flying creatures, though some of the specific members of this class varied in the two languages.

Second, the use of -ak to mark plurals of derived nominal forms in Majang (see 2.3) closely parallels the Murle suffix -ok for plurals of derived nouns [Arensen 1982:87] and also the suffix -k for derived nominals in Didinga [Nicky De Jong, p.c.].

This strongly suggests that Proto-Surma marked plurals of derived nouns with a suffix *-Vk. The Didinga examples contain another example of a singulative suffix.

3.2. Singulative suffixes. All other Surma languages (for which there are adequate descriptions) also have singulative suffixes, Murle [Arensen 1982: 40-44], Didinga [Odden 1983:170], Me'en [Will forthcoming], and Mursi [Tutton & Bender 1976:544]. Many of the same nouns that are marked for singulative in Majang are also marked for singulative in other Surma languages.

The following are only a few of the many examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(23)</th>
<th>Majang</th>
<th>Murle</th>
<th>Didinga</th>
<th>Me'en</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'tree' sg.</td>
<td>keet</td>
<td>keet</td>
<td>xeeet</td>
<td>ḵet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl.</td>
<td>keen</td>
<td>keen</td>
<td>xeenA</td>
<td>ḵena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'egg' sg.</td>
<td>tutukan</td>
<td>buurnet</td>
<td>buurryanit</td>
<td>mulac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl.</td>
<td>tutukak</td>
<td>buuro</td>
<td>burru</td>
<td>mula</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tiersma [1982] provides an explanation of this consistent use of singulative suffixes on the same nouns in the four languages. He compared languages where singular nouns are more "marked" (more complex) than their plurals. He labels these cases "locally unmarked", since they are an exception to the universal trend of marking plurals rather than singulars. He has noted that such locally unmarked plurals generally fall into certain classes, "When the referent of a noun occurs in pairs or groups, and/or when it is generally referred to collectively, such a noun is locally unmarked in the plural" [1982:835]. The examples in (23) all fall into this category. In fact, Tiersma [1982:842] specifically cites 'leaf' as a word that is frequently unmarked in the plural in the world's languages. This concept of locally unmarked plurals is at least a partial explanation for a group of nouns that share singulative marking.

The Didinga forms for 'seed/s', xι̃nomooc/xι̃nomo, are an interesting example of local markedness, since the Surma singulative suffix has been applied to a loan word. According to Dimmendaal [1982:104], these forms are borrowed from Eastern Nilotic languages. He gives Eastern Nilotic cognates for 'seed', such as ki̊nom in Toposa, ſnom o in Bari and Lotuxo. Didinga borrowed the Eastern Nilotic root as its own unmarked form and added a singulative suffix to make the singular form. The root was borrowed into Didinga, and Didinga speakers must have affixed their own singulative suffix. A similar situation holds for mulac 'egg' in Me'en, since mula, the plural, is an Omotic loan. Tiersma's principle of local markedness gives an explanation for the suffixed, longer singular form. In both of these cases,
the Surma singulative suffix and the general principles of its use are carried over onto loan words.

Singulative suffixes in various Surma languages show that Proto-Surma not only had the widespread -n singulative (found more in Majang than in other Surma languages), but also *T, as in kEEt 'tree'. The pattern of *T for singular was also part of Bryan's [1968] work, found commonly on nominals. In several Surma languages, this *T is realized as /c/, e.g. Didinga ιŋáac 'louse' and ιŋá 'lice' [Odden 1983:170].

Linguists with a background in Ethiopian languages may be reminded of Ferguson's [1976:74] article on the Ethiopian Language Area (ELA), where he listed the singulative markers as one of the grammatical features of the ELA. Zaborski [1986:292] has shown that in the Cushitic languages (the largest part of the ELA), "a group of singulative suffixes contains the old Afroasiatic or Hamito-Semitic morpheme -t- ". It is indeed striking to find the same morpheme -t- for an uncommon grammatical category such as singulative in two language groups that are supposedly unrelated.

Bryan [1968:215] had found some Cushitic languages that fit her T/K number marking pattern, but called them "aberrant". If, however, as Zaborski states, they are reflexes of an Afroasiatic morpheme, they are not aberrant when viewed in the Afroasiatic context. Since Majang and Surma -n and -t singulative markers are part of a larger Nilo-Saharan pattern, and since the Cushitic singulative -t- is part of a larger Afroasiatic pattern, any discussion of relationship between the Surma singulative and the ELA singulative is inappropriate. We should probably credit this merely to coincidence.

3.3. Suppletive singular and plural stems. Tiersma's work helps explain the co-existence of suppletive singular and plural stems for 'cow' (taŋ/ tōg1), 'person' (idit/joopp), and 'woman' (ŋaai/ŋon). He points out [1982:841] that when a word is used often enough in the plural, there is a greater tendency to preserve and tolerate morphological irregularity in its forms. The comparative evidence confirms this with Murle also showing suppletive stems for the singular and plural of 'person' (eet/ø1) and 'cow'
3.4. **Double plurals.** There is at least one example of a double plural (a plural form marked with a second plural marker) that becomes evident by comparing Majang data with that of other Surma languages, shown in (24) below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Murle</th>
<th>Majang</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>singular</strong></td>
<td>ibaa</td>
<td>baad'ı</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>plural</strong></td>
<td>ibaati</td>
<td>baad'ıak</td>
<td>'arm'</td>
<td>'bicep'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Murle plural for 'arm' is clearly cognate to the Majang singular 'bicep'. Based on these two forms, the Proto-Surma plural of 'arm/bicep' was approximately *baaDi*, (the medial consonant being some type of alveo-dental stop). Majang has apparently added a typical plural suffix -ak to what was already a plural in Proto-Surma. Tiersma [1982:834, 835] specifically cited 'arm' as a word that is often locally unmarked in the plural, so it is not surprising to find double plural marking on this form.

3.5. **N/K patterning.** Just as Bryan's *N/K* pattern for marking singular and plural was found in Majang, it is also common in other Surma languages, marking number on some of the same constructions, such as interrogative pronouns, demonstratives, possessive pronouns [Bryan 1968:180-183].

4. **Summary**

In summary, this paper has shown that Majang marks number on nouns by three methods (singulative suffixes, plural suffixes, suppletive stems), has shown the Majang singulative suffixes to fit a larger African pattern, has shown that Tiersma's "local markedness" concept gives explanations for some
points, has given evidence of a Proto-Surma plural suffix -VK for derived nouns, and has shown several ways in which most liquids are syntactic plurals.
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